
Subject: JHS LOCKERS for Spirit of Jupiter students 
 
Locker pick up times (for purchase and pre-sale) have been announced on the JHS Edline page.  
Many of you have noticed that these times conflict with our August band camp. 

SENIORS ONLY will be dismissed from rehearsal to attend Senior Night (Wednesday 8/13 from 5pm 
to 7pm) and purchase or pick up locker assignments.  Be sure to bring/eat dinner during that time so 
you can return to rehearsal as quickly as possible. 

All other Spirit of Jupiter students will not be dismissed to get lockers at the assigned times.  
HOWEVER, we have made arrangements with the JHS volunteer coordinator for a final locker pre-
sale to minimize disruption to rehearsals! 

IF you pre-purchased a locker at the end of the school year last year (as all marching band 
students were strongly encouraged to do), DO NOTHING!  Band parent volunteers will pick up 

ALL pre-sale locker assignments for 9th, 10th and 11th grade Spirit of Jupiter students and distribute 
them to you on Thursday at lunchtime. 
 
If you did NOT pre-purchase a locker, you have ONE LAST opportunity to do so on Monday 8/11 (the 
first day of band camp).  To purchase an individual locker: 

1- Print out the attached Locker Selection for 2014-2015 Form and COMPLETE it.  (We will try 

to have extra forms available at band camp, but no guarantees!) 

2 - Attach a check for $8.00 (NO CASH) payable to JUPITER HIGH SCHOOL. 

3 - Drop off your completed form(s) and payment DIRECTLY to Mrs. Wiley at the start (8 AM) 
or end of band camp (9 PM) on Monday 8/11.  Do NOT place the form in the grey inbox, the fair 

share box or any other collection box. 
 
IF you would like to be part of a group (all lockers near each other), then each student in the group 
must: 

1 - Each student in the group must print out the attached Locker Selection for 2014-2015 Form 
and COMPLETE it. 

2 - Each student in the group must write a check for $15.00 (NO CASH) payable to JUPITER 
HIGH SCHOOL.  (The cost to be in a group is more expensive.) 

3 - Print out ONE Group Cover Sheet Lockers 2014-2015 Form (one form for the entire group) 
and COMPLETE it by listing all students in the group AND the check numbers for each student.  

4 - Group ALL of these papers together and deliver DIRECTLY to Mrs. Wiley.  We cannot 
accept an "incomplete" group - in other words, all paperwork for everyone in the group must be 
submitted at the same time! 

NOTE: You cannot be in a group with anyone who has already turned in locker paperwork. 
 
Please take care to complete ALL paperwork correctly and have the proper payment. 

 

SENIORS can complete forms and turn them in to Mrs. Wiley to expedite the process on Senior 

Night.  NOTE that there are NO lockers left in the Atrium except for the 5th down and bottom rows, so 
keep that in mind when completing your form. 

Students are NOT required to have a locker at JHS; they are provided for convenience. 

If you do not take advantage of this last opportunity to purchase a pre-sale locker, ALL students can 
still purchase lockers during lunch the first week of school.  Books are typically not distributed until the 
end of the first week. 

Any issues with lockers (lock doesn't work, etc.) will be handled during lunch the first week of school.   


